
ATS vs. Presentation Style Résumé
Recent studies show that greater than 90% of large companies (greater than 500 employees) utilize 
applicant tracking systems (ATS) to handle applicant data.  Additionally, many small and medium-
sized companies are now using ATS software too.  While these systems can be impersonal, it is the 
reality of today’s job market that a job candidate is likely to have to apply through this type of 
system.  Microsoft, for example, receives up to 50,000 resumes per week so using a manual system 
is cost prohibitive.

The ATS resume is all about the content as it utilizes minimal formatting.  Here are some tips to help 
your resume get through the ATS scan and on to a human being:

• Ensure your resume is keyword-rich – highlighting that the job candidate possesses the skills, 
experience, education, expertise and accomplishments the position requires

• Mirror wording from job description
• Don’t use any headers or footers in your resume document
• Utilize sans serif font style like Arial, Verdana instead of serif fonts like Times New Roman
• Don’t use a font size less than 10.5
• Use bullet statements instead of lengthy paragraphs
• Don’t include any graphics or tables – simple formatting

There are times in your job search where you’ll need to target a person directly.  This would be the 
time to utilize what’s called a “presentation” resume.  The only real difference between the two types 
of resumes is that the presentation style can incorporate some more robust formatting unlike the 
ATS resume.  Many of the rules above, don’t apply as the resume is going directly to a person (could 
be a recruiter or HR professional; better though is when it sent to a hiring manager).

Remember:  ATS for online application (computer system); Presentation for person (can be sent via 
mail, hand delivered, or e-mail).

Please click here to a short video and visual aide for this section.

ATS Résumé Presentation Style Résumé

http://www.screencast.com/t/JfOAKgksZFLs

